Teens Actions Consequences Rewards Facilitator
consequences and rewards - games for groups - consequences and rewards objective to explore actions
we take in our lives that are negative and to understand the consequences that can occur. to explore positive
things we can do and understand the rewards for choosing a positive way to live instead of a negative one.
who rewards 10-14 v3 - empowering parents - menu of daily consequences and rewards for ages 10–14
consequence reward loss of tv additional tv time loss of video games additional video game time loss of
computer time/internet access additional computer time/internet access loss of personal media device (e.g.,
psp, ipod) additional time with personal media device going to bed early ... teens and decision making scholastic - explain the fact that teens can be more influenced by the immediate emotional rewards of a
choice, and less concerned with consequences—even though they may logically recognize these
consequences? • how is synaptic pruning affected by choices and actions? • when faced with a spur-of-themoment decision, why parenting youngteens: using consequences to promote ... - young teens natural
consequences a natural consequence results from a person’s action. natural consequences help youth
experience the outcome of their actions and learn to be responsible. a parent who uses natural consequences
allows a young teen to discover the benefits of order and rules. the parent does not threaten, argue with, or
give in. creating and implementing effective rules and consequences - creating and implementing
effective rules and consequences chapter two i. determining rules ii. determining consequences ... reinforcing
good behavior through intangible, and sometimes tangible, rewards. these three steps, together with the
implementation of classroom “procedures” discussed in chapter three ... your words and actions ... sample
parent-child behavior contract for tweens and teens - sample parent-child behavior contract for tweens
and teens directions: work with your child to come up with a couple goals and the steps you both can take to
help change these behaviors. help your child develop rewards for meeting goals and consequences for not
meeting them. (more input will make your child likelier to follow the contract.) example behavioral
contracts - uw departments web server - rewards if you are respectful (rule #1) for three days in a row
(no violations), or if you are where you are supposed to be (rule # 2) for three days in a row (no violations),
you can choose one of the following rewards approved by s & j 1. have an approved friend spend the night on
the weekend or you can spend the night with an approved friend 2. pbs practice positive consequence
strategies - pbs practice positive consequence strategies behavior may be interpreted as functional (often
communicative), purposeful, and meaning-ful to an individual. in other words, people engage in problem
behavior because they either get some-thing or avoid something as a result. by manipulating consequences it
may be possible to influence a drug abuse and addiction - national institutes of health - drug abuse and
addiction fact sheet - drug abuse and addiction updated october 2010 national institutes of health 1 yesterday
addiction was considered a moral failing, a lack of will over one’s actions. the mid 70s were the “heyday” of
many drugs of abuse, including nicotine, marijuana, and amphetamines. motivating your intelligent but
unmotivated teenager - when demoralized, teens tend to fold up in place rather than move to avoid the
discomfort, which is why such efforts tend to be ineffective. as a teenager i saw the film “cool hand luke.” luke,
played by paul newman, was a prisoner on a chain gang. he escaped, was caught, and placed in handcuffs.
science of decision making and peer pressure - science of decision making and peer pressure ...
calculating the rewards and costs of different actions,” says psychologist laurence steinberg, a leading expert
on adolescent peer influence. “when we do ... other kinds of rewards.” for teens, friends are both . a reward .
and: the fuel that heads p drugs and the teen brain - headsupholastic - rewards and emotions) may
cause teens to make risky decisions that give immediate rewards. teens’ limbic systems are also sensitive to
dopamine, which may cause them to crave drugs more than adults. thinking through consequences allows you
to see the positives and negatives of a situation, which might help you to make good decisions. 2. impact of
social and cultural factors on teenage pregnancy - impact of social and cultural factors on teen
pregnancy akella, d. albany state university jordan, m. albany state university ... experience and anticipate the
consequences of their actions. if the consequences are unpleasant, ... same behavior through pleasant
outcomes and rewards. while negative reinforcement tries to examples of rewards and consequences examples of rewards and consequences . rewards developed by students and educators: (some are
appropriate for the class as a whole while others are appropriate for individual students) movie free gym time
at recess longer recess or extra recess join another class for gym join another lunchroom for a week sample
family alcohol and drug contract - hffdl - sample family alcohol and drug contract we, the _____family,
agree that trust and honesty are extremely important among us. we agree that drinking beyond moderation,
smoking or taking drugs is unhealthy. we further believe that all actions have consequences, whether positive
or negative and that consequences associated with substance
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